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THE WORLD OF CIVILIZATIONS – 2100.  
SIX POSTULATES OF PREDICTABILITY AND MANAGEABILITY

The1conviction in unpredictability and unmanageability of 
the future society’s development has widely spread in the 
recent decade. This is brought about by the chaotic charac
ter of the world development in the global crisis environ
ment, as well as the fact that the now predominant industrial 
paradigm of social science has become old to a considerable 
extent and does not reflect radical changes in the structure 
and dynamics of the today’s society. The idea of unpredict
ability and unmanageability justifies mistakes in numerous 
longterm forecasts and strategic helplessness of authorities 
at the international and national levels. 

However, such idea is deeply wrong. Radical transfor
mations witnessed over the world are in conformity with 
laws and are predictable. They can and should be exerted 
influence on basing on the new paradigm of social science, 
answering the realities of the 21st century. The cornerstones 
of this paradigm were laid by the great thinkers of the 20th 
century – Pitirim Sorokin and Nikolay Kondratyev, Vladi
mir Vernadsky and Nikita Moiseev, Joseph Schumpeter and 
Fernand Braudel, Vasily Leontyev and Alvin Toffler. The 
modern Russian academic schools (civilization, Russian cy
clism, noosphere, global modeling and forecasting techno
logical and economic patterns, as well as social and demo
graphic, etc.) that perceived and synthesized this academic 
heritage, laid the foundations of the new integral paradigm 
of social science and interaction of the society and nature 
serving as an important prerequisite for reliable forecasting 
and longterm strategic planning [5].

Longterm sustainable development strategies have 
been worked out based on this paradigm and presented to 
the United Nations and other international organizations. 
They were based on partnership of civilizations, overcom
ing the civilization crisis and taking the trajectory of global 
sustainable development, establishment of multipolar world 
order based on partnership of civilizations [1].

The following six postulates originating out of the men
tioned paradigm can be worded. They determine predict
ability and manageability of civilizations for the period un
til the end of the 21st century [2].

Civilization cycles. The world of civilizations uniting 
various local civilizations in the global one and the world 
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civilizations as historical eras of global civilizations devel
op according to the governing laws of cyclical dynamics. 
There are superlong cycles of world civilizations’ change 
and replacement observed over the 10 millennia of trans
fer to civilization development of the humanity: neolithic, 
earlyhierarchical (early class society), antique, medieval, 
earlyindustrial and lateindustrial world civilizations. Four 
generations changed over the 5 millennia of local civiliza
tions existence, at the same time the law of historical time 
compression is in force: the length of superlong civiliza
tion cycles reduced from several millennia in the era of an
cient civilizations down to several centuries in the second 
half of the II millennium A.D. 

In the end of the 20th century, the humanity entered the 
era of the industrial and technological world civilization’s 
completion, the 4th generation of local civilizations and es
tablishment of the integral humanistic civilization and the 
5th generation of local civilizations that will be predomi
nant in the second half of the 21st century. 

The main contours of the new historical era are deter
mined in the works of the leaders of the modern civiliza
tion school. 

Civilization crises. The change of superlong civiliza
tion cycles is accompanied by longdrawnout and deep 
civilization crises, intensification of chaos and turbulence 
in the global dynamics, aggravation of political contradic
tions. However, according to the definition of the Noble 
Prize winner Ilya Prigogine, the foundations of another his
torical era of civilization dynamics are laid in this chaos, 
a new world order is being born [4].

The world entered exactly the same civilization crisis 
in the end of the 20th century, and that was expressed with 
slowing the economic growth down, exacerbation of peri
odical economic crises, depopulation’s spreading, decrease 
of rates of labour efficiency growth, widening gap between 
richness and poverty, energetic, environmental and geo
political crises, terrorism and wars spreading. At the same 
time, the circle of countries, in which the foundations of in
tegral humanistic and noospheric civilizations are laid, is 
widening. It can be expected, that starting from the second 
quarter of the 21st century, the civilization crisis will be in 
the process of overcoming, and the new world civilization 
will be predominant in the most developed countries in the 
middle of the century. 

Civilization sociogenetics. The process of transfor
mation of the six components of the civilization genotype 
(civilization code) takes place simultaneously – environ
mental and sociodemographic, technological and econom
ic, sociocultural and geopolitical. The processes of estab
lishing the noospheric energy efficient and environmental
ly friendly way of production and consumption, socially 
beneficial and communityfocused production are devel
oping, accompanied by moderate population growth, for
mation of the scientific and technological revolution of the 
21st century, formation of the integral economic system – 
socialnoospheric and innovationfocused establishment of 
integral social and cultural system, as well as sustainable 
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multipolar world order based on dialogue and partnership 
of civilizations.

The main contours of the new genotype are becoming 
more and more evident in the forefront, rising civilizations. 
At the same time, signs of decay and decomposition of the 
departing industrial and capitalist era are more and more 
clearly manifested in descending civilizations. 

World leaders change. The dynamics of the world of 
civilizations is characterized by periodical oscillations 
of the historical pendulum, change of the world leaders. 
If Eastern civilizations were leaders in the Middle Ages 
(Chinese, Indian, Moslem), in the early modern period, es
pecially during the industrial civilization era, leadership 
passed over to the West European civilization and, start
ing from the second half of the 20th century, to the North 
American civilization. The Japanese and Eurasian (the 
USSR) civilizations were also among the leaders. How
ever, the shift of the center of civilizations’ creative activ
ities to the East forecasted by Pitirim Sorokin and Arnold 
Toynbee has been observed since the end of the 20th cen
tury. The Chinese and Indian civilizations are becoming 
world leaders. The North American civilization’s attempt 
to secure its dominance and establish the unipolar world 
order in the 21st century collapsed. The Eurasian civiliza
tion experienced another catastrophe and is starting to re
vive, establishing its leadership in building the multipolar 
world order. At the same time, the risk of suicidal clash of 
civilizations using nuclear weapons has grown. This makes 
transfer to the multipolar world order essential based on 
dialogue and partnership of civilizations. In this case, in
terlinking of the two megaprojects implemented in Big 
Eurasia are of decisive importance: Big Eurasian Partner
ship – Russia’s initiative and the Chinese One Belt – One 
Road initiative.

Noosphere establishment and formation of the integrat-
ed paradigm of social science. Civilization crisis overcom
ing and establishment of the integral humanistic noospher
ic civilization is a new stage of noosphere establishment, 
which is brought about by development and effective im
plementation in practice of achievements of the scientific 
revolution of the 21st century, as well as active use of its 
results by power structures at the national and global lev
els. It will be required to overcome the contemporary crisis 
of science for that, as well as provide outrunning rates of its 
development and overcome the existing gap between pow
er and science. The approved strategic decisions should be 
based on scientific achievements and subjected to scientific 
expert examination. 

At the same time, the special feature of the scientific 
revolution specified by Thomas Kuhn should be taken into 
account: a new scientific paradigm is born beyond global 
science [3]. The leaders of the contemporary scientific rev
olution in social science are social academies of sciences 
and scientific organizations. The new paradigm of social 
science in Russia is worked out by academic schools, unit
ed departments for research of cycles and forecasting from 
the Russian Academy of Natural Sciences and departments 
of the International Academy of Global Research jointly 
with scholars of the Lomonosov Moscow State Universi
ty. A strong intellectual center was set up, civilization and 
Eurasian forums, crossdisciplinary discussions are regular
ly held, academic journals The Partnership of Civilizations 
and Strategic Priorities are published. There is a network 

of websites, where fruitful relations with foreign scholars 
are established. Thus, the foundations of the scientific plat
form for overcoming the civilization crisis and establishing 
the humanistic noospheric civilization, enhancement of pre
dictability and manageability of future development have 
been actually formed. 

Succession of generations and synthesis of scientific 
and educational, and digital revolutions of the 21st century. 
The world of civilizations is transformed on the basis of the 
law on succession of generations. The leading generations 
change every thirty years. A new generation perceives the 
heritage accumulated by the proceeding generations, adapts 
it to the new conditions of development and realizes within 
the period of its creative activities. Currently, the period of 
the 1990s generation’s leadership is ending and there is the 
transfer to the 2020s generation’s leadership going on. This 
generation is exposed to the high unemployment global cri
sis and ready for radical changes. However, representatives 
of this generation do not understand the essence of the cur
rent changes, contents of the crisis and ways of its over
coming, it is not armed with clear ideals of the future soci
ety. The existing system of education considerably lost its 
fundamental character and creativity, knowledge obtained 
using the Internet is to a considerable extent distorted and 
disorients the new generation. Because of that, the contem
porary revolution in education and its synthesis with scien
tific and digital revolutions of the 21st century are of great 
importance for establishment of the foundations of the hu
manistic noospheric civilization.

The main directions of education’s transformation are 
increase of its fundamental character and creativity, as well 
as continuity and use of modern digital technologies for 
spreading new knowledge, realizing a new paradigm. The 
international digital civilization education program devel
oped by the Pitirim Sorokin and Nikolay Kondratyev In
ternational Institute is particularly focused on that, as well 
as setting up the open university of the dialogue of civili
zations, publishing a textbook series for it and issue of the 
international scientific and educational journal “The Part
nership of Civilizations”. The course of lectures “The Dia
logue and Partnership of Civilizations” based on the text
book with S.V. Lavrov’s preface was presented at the glob
al processes faculty at the Lomonosov Moscow State Uni
versity. Humanitarian filling of information networks lies 
ahead for forming the new generations’ worldview in the 
spirit of perception of their own civilization heritage, dia
logue and partnership of civilizations. 

Thus, the original basis for enhancement of predictabil
ity and manageability of the civilization development and 
transfer to a new historical era is currently being formed ex
actly in Russia, which is in the epicenter of the modern civ
ilization crisis and at the same time has powerful academ
ic traditions. It is required for this platform to be perceived 
and supported by power structures. 
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